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Abstract

Arithmetical definability has been extensively studied over the natural numbers. In this paper, we take
up the study of arithmetical definability over finite structures, motivated by the correspondence between
uniform

�����
and ���	��
������������������� . We prove finite analogs of three classic results in arithmetical

definability, namely that � and TIMES can first-order define PLUS, that � and DIVIDES can first-order
define TIMES, and that � and COPRIME can first-order define TIMES.

The first result sharpens the equivalence ���	��
������������������� �!���	��"����#� to ���$�%�&�����������'���
�(�$��"����#� , answering a question raised by Barrington et al. about the Crane Beach Conjecture. To-
gether with previous results on the Crane Beach Conjecture, our results imply that �(�	��
)�*����� is strictly
less expressive than ���$�%�&�����������'�+�,�(�	���&��-��/.���-!��0�1�,�(�$���&� � �!
)23����� � . In more colorful
language, one could say that, for parallel computation, multiplication is harder than addition.

1 Introduction

Three classic results in arithmetical definability over the natural numbers are:

4 Successor and multiplication can first-order define addition [1]

4 Successor and the divisibility relation can first-order define multiplication [1]

4 Ordering and the coprime relation can first-order define multiplication [2]

In this paper, we seek analogues of these results over finite structures — that is, where the universe and
relations are restricted to 57698;:<8>=>=>=?8A@CBD:?E for some @ in F . Letting PLUS, TIMES, DIVIDES, COPRIME
be the finite restrictions of the usual addition, multiplication, divisibility predicate, and coprime predicate,
we show the following:

4 Ordering and TIMES can first-order define PLUS (Thm 3.1)

4 Ordering and DIVIDES can first-order define TIMES (Thm 4.1)

4 Ordering and COPRIME can first-order define TIMES (Thm 5.2)

We also present two related negative definability results which are analogous to the situation in the
natural numbers, namely that TIMES without ordering cannot first-order define PLUS, and that PLUS cannot
first-order define TIMES.

Our interest in definability over finite structures stems from the connection between logical expressive-
ness and complexity. Since Fagin’s result that the complexity class NP coincides with existential second-
order logic [3] most complexity classes have been given a logical characterization (see [4]). Of particular
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interest in our case is the correspondence between the circuit class G+HJI and first-order logic, and more
specifically the equivalence of uniform G+H	I and KL�MON�P)QSR�8UT&VAWYX!R[Z . With this equivalence in mind, our
main positive results can be summarized as:

\�][^`_ba'ced G+H I+f KLgMihJ8UT&ViWYX!R�Z f KLgMihJ8Uj	Vlk$VljmX!R*Z f KLnMihS8oH1LmN�p1VAWqXrZo=
One application of our work is to the Crane Beach Conjecture. The Crane Beach Conjecture expresses

an intuition about the first-order definability of languages with a neutral letter. A neutral letter for a languages
is a letter t which can be inserted and deleted from a string without affecting the membership of that string

in
s

. The idea of the Crane Beach conjecture is that, if a language
s

has a neutral letter, then membership
in
s

does not depend on a specific relationship between positions of letters in the string, only on the relative
positions of these letters. Following this intuition, the Crane Beach Conjecture is formulated as follows:

If a language with a neutral letter can be defined in first-order logic using some set u of numerical
predicates, then it can be defined using only the ordering relation.

A recent paper on the Crane Beach Conjecture [5] shows that the Crane Beach Conjecture is true for
57N�PQmR�E — that is any language with a neutral letter definable in K�L�MON�PQmR�Z is definable in K�LgMih	Z — yet
false for 57N�PQmR(8UT&ViWYX!R�E . These results combined with our Thm (10) imply that KL�MON�P)QSR[Z is strictly
contained in KLgMihS8oH+LmN�p+ViWYX!Z f K�L�MihS8Uj$Vlk	VijmX!R[Z f KL�MihS8UT1ViWYX!R�Z .

For a set of numerical predicates u , these initial results set up a potentially interesting connection be-
tween the theory of KLnMbuvZ over finite structures being decidable, how high K�LgMbuvZ can count, roughly the
number of ones a formula from KL�MbuvZ can identify in a string, and the Crane Beach Conjecture being true
for u . We discuss this connection further in the conclusions.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 First-Order Logic

We use the standard definitions of a structure and signature, and unless mentioned otherwise assume struc-
tures have a finite universe and a finite relational signature, that is, finitely many relation symbols. Specif-
ically we will deal with first-order logic over finite strings from an alphabet w . We identify a word x f
x I�y>y>y x&z0{}| , where each x1~r��w , with the structure x f�� 57698>=>=>=?8A@YB�:?E�8U� ���� . Here �}�� f 57�>�n�[�Y��w�E
and � � f 5;�!h�@��'x ~ f ��E is a unary predicate containing the positions in x which hold the letter � .

In addition to the predicates �7� , we will be considering numerical predicates. A � -ary numerical predi-
cate �z has, for every @���F , a fixed interpretation �3z���57698>=>=>=78A@JBq:?E7� . In other words, the interpretation
of numerical predicates depends only on the size of the input, and not the underlying letters of a string. A
basic numerical predicate is the linear ordering h on the string positions. Other numerical predicates we
will consider are

4 N�P)QSR}Mb�)8A��8U�0Z iff ����� f �
4 T1ViWYX!R(Mb�8A�*8U�0Z iff ����� f �
4D  ViT�Mb�)8A�iZ iff the � th bit in the binary representation of � is 1

4 j$Vlk	VijmX!R}Mb�8A��Z iff ��¡ �
4 H+LmN�p+ViWYX+Mb�)8A�[Z iff ��¢��

We use this notation to avoid confusion with the usual arithmetic operations over the natural numbers—
remember in the above that the variables range over a finite universe @ , and so represent numbers in
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57698>=>=>=?8A@£B¤:?E . In equations when there is no danger of confusion we will sometimes use the familiar
symbols for these arithmetic operations to save space.

We take equality as a logical constant. Atomic � formulas, then, are of the form ��| f �*¥ or �nMb�)|;8>=>=>=;8A� � Z ,
where �)|;8>=>=>=;8A� � are variables and �¦��� is a relation symbol of arity � . First-order � formulas are built in
the usual way from atomic � -formulas with Boolean connectives §r8o¨!8o© , and universal ª*� and existential« � quantifiers. For every alphabet and set of numerical predicates u , we denote as KL�MbuvZ the set of first
order � �r¬ u formulas. The semantics of first-order formulas is defined in the usual way; for a string x��w�®
and formula ¯Y��KLgMbuvZ we write x°¡ f ¯ if the structure corresponding to x is a model of ¯ .

Definition 1 We say that a constant � is definable in KLgMbuvZ iff there is a formula ¯Y��KLgMbuvZ with one free
variable such that for all @ and �Y��@

� f �¤±�² ¯Mb�}Zo=
Example 2 The constant 0 is definable in KLnMih	Z by the formula ª*�}Mb�Yh��J§³� f ��Z .
Definition 3 We say that a � -ary numerical predicate � is definable in KLnMbuvZ iff there is a formula ¯´�
KLnMbuvZ with � free variables such that for all @ and � | 8>=>=>=78A� � ��@ � ,

�³Mb� |;8>=>=>=78A� � Z�±n² ¯�Mb� |;8>=>=>=;8A� � Zo=
Example 4 As an easy example, note that KL�MON�P)QSR[Z can define ordering as follows:

�Yh´�±�² « �(MON�P)QSR(Mb�)8A��8U�0Z)¨�©3N�P)QSR(Mb��8A�*8A�[ZAZo=
Thus KLnMihS8UN�PQmR�Z and KLgMON�P)QSR[Z have the same expressive power. We will use this fact, and the more
difficult fact that KL�M   ViT$Z can define ordering [6], to our notational convenience by not explicitly listing
ordering in a set of predicates which contains PLUS or BIT. For comparison, note that Thm (12) says that
KLnMOT&ViWYX!R�Z cannot define ordering.

Example 5 Another construction we will need to use later is that KL�M   ViT	Z can define PLUS—in fact,
KLnM   ViT	Z can define addition of @ -bit integers.

To show this, we use the “carry-look-ahead” algorithm. To compute the � th bit of µ¶�D· we first see if
a carry has been propagated to bit � :

¯*¸ �U¹i¹iº MbµY8U·�8A�lZ¼» «'½ M ½ h¾�(¨   ViT�Mbµq8 ½ Z)¨   ViT�MO·�8 ½ Z
¨ ª(�}M ½ h´��h��3¿   VlTvMbµq8e�[Z)§   ViT�MO·�8e�[ZAZ

The formula ¯ ¸ �U¹i¹iº0MbµY8U·�8A�lZ holds if a carry is generated at a position less than � and is then propa-
gated through all the intervening positions. Now the �UÀÂÁ bit of µÃ�Ä· will be one if exactly one of  VlTvMbµq8A�lZo8   ViTÅMO·�8A�lZo8o¯ ¸ �U¹i¹iº�Mb�lZ hold, or if all three of them hold. The easiest way to express this is with
the exclusive or operation ÆÅ8

Ç Æ�È » Ç�É ©�È
¯ �eÊUÊ Mbµq8U·�8A�lZ¼» M   ViT�MbµY8A�lZ)Æ   ViT�MO·�8A�lZAZ Æ¾¯ ¸ �e¹l¹iº9Mbµq8U·�8A�lZ
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2.2 Languages and Ë�Ì I
Let w be an alphabet. A language

sÎÍ w ® is a set of finite strings composed of letters from w .
A boolean circuit is a directed acyclic graph with input nodes, output nodes, and nodes labelled AND,

OR, and NOT. The input nodes have fan-in zero and the output nodes have fan-out zero. A circuit Ïmz with
@ input nodes and a single output node computes a boolean function from 57698;:?E z to 57698;:?E . We say that the
circuit Ï!z accepts the word x f x I xm|}=>=>=ex&z0{}|n��57698;:?E z if Ï!z outputs 1 on input x . A circuit family
5?Ï�z[E;z0Ð<Ñ recognizes the language

s �Ò57698;:?E'® iff for all @ and x¤�Ò57698;:?E ~ ,
Ï�z accepts x¼±�² x� s =

The circuit family 5?Ï!z�E has size Ó0Mb@Z if each circuit Ïrz has at most s(n) nodes; it has depth Ô*Mb@Z if the
length of the longest path from an input node to an output node is at most Ô�Mb@Z . The language

s
is said to

be in G+H I if it is recognized by a family of circuits with depth ÕnMi:7Z and size @�Ö�× |�Ø consisting of NOT gates
and unbounded fan-in AND and OR gates.

As mentioned earlier, the class G+H+I is of interest because of its connection with definability in first-order
logic. This is made precise in the next theorem. The non-uniform version of this theorem is given as Thm
6.2 in [7]; the details needed for the uniform version and a description of DLOGTIME uniformity, now the
most widely accepted uniformity condition for circuit classes, are given in [8].

Theorem 6 Let
s

be a language over the alphabet 57698;:?E . Then the following are equivalent:

1.
s

is recognized by a j s ÕvÙ	Ú	�0ÛÝÜ uniform family of G+H	I circuits.

2. Over the vocabulary � Þ Iàß |lá there is a sentence ¯Y��KLnMON�P)QSR*8UT&VAWqXrR[Z whose set of finite models iss
.

2.3 Crane Beach Conjecture

We now state the Crane Beach Conjecture more formally.

Definition 7 Let w be an alphabet and
s �´w�®â= A letter tv�qw is called neutral for

s
if for any ã8Aä���w�®?8

it holds that ã*äC� s iff ã(t>ä�� s .

As an example, 0 is a neutral letter for PARITY. As membership in PARITY only depends on the number of
ones a string contains, zeros can be arbitrarily inserted to no effect. As PARITY is outside of non-uniform
G+H I [9], PARITY cannot be expressed in KL�MbuvZ for any set of numerical predicates u .

An example of a language without a neutral letter in 57698;:?E is 576 z : z �[@¾�£F�E , as membership in this
language depends on a very specific numerical relationship between the positions of zeros and ones in the
string. Though the language 576 z : z �0@��YFåE cannot be defined in KL�Mih	Z , the fact that the first half of the
string is populated by only zeros and the second half only ones can be described in KLgMON�PQmR�Z .

The Crane Beach Conjecture expresses an intuition developed by examples like these.

Definition 8 (Crane Beach Conjecture) Let u be a set of numerical predicates. We say the Crane Beach
Conjecture is true for u iff every language

s �æK�L�MihS8AuvZ that has a neutral letter is also definable in
KLnMih	Zo=

A useful concept in relation to the Crane Beach Conjecture is counting.

Definition 9 For a nondecreasing function ç3Mb@Z�è�@ , the logical system K�LgMbuvZ is said to count up to ç3Mb@Z
if there is a formula ¯q�qKLgMbuvZ such that for all @ and x�Ò57698;:?E z ,

x°¡ f ¯�MOé;Zå±�² éSè´ç3Mb@Z(¨�é f ]ê\[d�ë(ì>ca'_a�]�ì;í�^Â] x�=
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It is conjectured in [5] that the Crane Beach is true of a set of numerical predicates u iff KL�MbuvZ cannot
count beyond a constant.

3 Defining PLUS with TIMES and ordering

Julia Robinson defined addition with multiplication and successor by the following formula:

�g��� f �±�² î1Mb� y �0Z y î&Mb� y �0Z f î&MO� y � y î&Mb� y �[ZAZo= (1)

This formula, however, cannot be naı̈vely applied to define addition over finite structures. When �8A� satisfy
@ |�ïlð hñ�)8A�òhñ@ó<ô then ����òhñ@ and so N�PQmR(Mb�8A�*8U�êZ holds for some �°��@ . Yet in this case
î&Mb� y �0Z y î&Mb� y �0Z&õ�@ and thus this product cannot be defined with TIMES.

We proceed by a different method to show that addition can be defined over finite structures with multi-
plication and ordering.

Theorem 10 Let ö be a vocabulary that includes ordering. If T1ViWYX!RY��ö then N�PQmR is first-order defin-
able.

Proof: With ordering, we can define the constant 0 and the successor relation. Thus we can also define any
constant � , in particular the constant 2. Clearly with TIMES we can define the relations, “ � divides � ” and
“ � is prime”. With these we can then define the relation “ � is a power of 2” as � is a power of 2 iff all the
prime divisors of � are equal to 2. This relation is denoted ÷)¥'Mb��Z .

We now define the relation   VlT	ø�Mb�)8A�[Z , which holds iff � f ô ~ and   ViT�Mb�)8A�iZ . That is,   VlT+ø�Mb�)8eô ~ Z iffù �(ó<ô ~bú is odd, which we can define in KLnMihS8UT&VAWqXrR�Z as follows:

  VlT ø Mb�8A��Z#»�÷*¥'Mb��Z ¨ « ã�Mb�}M�î&M/ô?ã(ZAZ1è��û¨ü�Yh��}M�î&M�î&M/ô?ã}ZAZAZo=
With   ViT&ø/Mb�)8A�[Z we can define PLUS using the carry-look-ahead method described in example (2.5),

over powers of 2. ý

Remark 11 Although   ViT ø Mb�8A��Z seems unnatural as an arithmetic predicate, it is in fact FO equivalent
to an extensively studied arithmetical predicate, Pascal’s triangle modulo 2, denoted þ�¥'Mb�)8A�[Z . See, for
example, [10] and [11]. þ ¥ Mb�)8A�[Z is the binomial coefficient ÿ�� � º� � modulo 2, and the essence of its defin-
ability properties derive from Lucas’ theorem, which implies that þ�¥�Mb�)8A�[Z f 6 iff there exists � such that  VlT1øOMb�8U�0Z and   VlT1ø�Mb�*8U�êZ .

We can also define   VlT+ø using þm¥ . Let ���ñ� mean that in each position of a one in the binary
representation of � there is a one in the binary representation of � . This can be defined by

�����Ä±�² ª���MOþm¥'Mb�)8U�êZ f 6v¿ þ$¥'Mb��8U�0Z f 6 Zo=
We can now define a predecessor relation � in the partially ordered set formed by � @	�
� � ,

���¾�°±n² �����J¨�© « ��Mb���¾�$¨����D�[Zo=
Powers of 2 can now be defined quite simply: � is a power of 2 iff 6�°� . We can also define carry-free
addition by

Ï��J�êÔ Ô*Mb�8A�*8U�êZå±�² þm¥�Mb�8A��Z ¨����¾�	¨��C�¾�m¨�ª*xÅMb����x¾¨C����x�¿ ����xmZo=
Now we can define   VlT ø Mb�)8A�[Z by

  ViT ø Mb�)8A�[Zå±�² 6����S¨ « ��M�Ï��J�êÔ Ô�MO��8A��8A�(ZAZo=
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Theorem 12 KL�MOT&ViWYX!R�Z cannot first-order define N�P)QSR or ordering.

Proof: As discussed in [1], multiplication cannot first-order define addition over the positive integers. This
can be seen since isomorphisms preserve the truth of first-order formulas, yet there are automorphisms of
the positive integers with respect to multiplication which permute the primes in an arbitrary way, thus not
preserving addition. This method of proof is attributed to Padoa [12].

Being a bit careful, we can adopt this idea to show that KL�MOT1ViWYX!R�Z cannot define ordering. Note
that this implies that KL�MOT&VAWYX!R�Z cannot define PLUS as well, since PLUS can first-order define ordering.
By Bertrand’s Postulate 1 for any � � : there is a prime between � and ô�� . More recent results of
Pintz [15] that there is always a prime between � and � ��� |��Aï��à| can be used to show that for �����
we can always find two primes between � and ô�� . (Note that by the prime number theorem there are
really about �Yó � a"! � primes between � and ô�� .) Thus we can define an automorphism on the structure
� @38UT&VAWqXrR � by permuting two primes ÷ | 8O÷ ¥ satisfying @ó<ônhÒ÷ | 8O÷ ¥ h´@ . This mapping does not preserve
ordering, and by the choice of these primes, the only relation we must check to see that TIMES is preserved
is T1ViWYX!R}Mi:<8O÷)| ß ¥<8O÷ | ß ¥;Z�±�² T1ViWYX!R}Mi:<8eç3M ÷)| ß ¥>Zo8eç3M ÷)| ß ¥7ZAZ , which clearly holds.

ý

As work on the Crane Beach Conjecture has shown that the Crane Beach Conjecture is false for KLnMON�P)QSR*8UT&VAWqXrR[Z ,
our Thm (10) implies that the Crane Beach Conjecture is also false for K�L�MihS8UT&VAWYX!R�Z . This has the con-
sequence that KL�MihS8UT1ViWYX!R�Z is strictly more expressive than KL�MON�P)QSR�Z .
Corollary 13 KLnMON�P)QSR�Z Í K�L�MihS8UT&VAWYX!R�Z
Proof: As the Crane Beach Conjecture is false for KL�MihS8UT&VAWqXrR[Z , there is a language

s
with a neutral letter

definable in KLgMihS8UT&VAWYX!R[Z but not in KLgMih$Z . But
s

is not definable in KL�MON�P)QSR[Z as every language
with a neutral letter definable in K�LgMON�PQmR[Z is definable in KL�Mih	Z . ý

4 Defining TIMES with DIVIDES and ordering

We again cannot naı̈vely use Julia Robinson’s definition as it breaks down on finite structures in the same
way as her definition of addition in formula (1).

We proceed by first showing that DIVIDES can express simpler predicates like “ � is the least common
multiple of � and � ”, denoted P�H1W£Mb�8A�*8U�0Z , and “ � is the greatest common divisor of � and � ”, denoted# HrjgMb�8A�*8U�0Z . To conserve space in equations, we will write DIVIDES with the traditional ¡ symbol.

P�H&W£Mb�)8A��8U�0Z¼» Mb��¡ �$¨��}¡ �	¨³ª�� ø Mb��¡ � ø ¨C� ¡ � ø ¿ñ�nè´� ø ZAZ# HrjgMb�)8A��8U�0Z¼» MO�*¡ �g¨��*¡ �S¨³ª�� ø MO� ø ¡ ��¨�� ø ¡ ��¿ñ� ø è¾�0ZAZ
The key of our approach to defining T&VAWqXrR is the fact that if the

# Hrj of � and � is 1, that is if � and
� are relatively prime, then the P�H&W of � and � is their product, P�H&W�Mb�)8A��8A���[Z .
Theorem 14 Let ö be a vocabulary that includes ordering. If j$Vlk	VijmX!RÎ�Îö then T&VAWqXrR is first-order
definable. In particular, KL�MihS8Uj$Vlk	VijmX!R[Z f KL�MihJ8UT&ViWYX!R�Z .

1First proved by Chebychev in 1850. For details, see [13] or the friendly treatment in The Book [14].
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Proof: Let �)8A���å@ . We wish to express the product ��� using DIVIDES and ordering. As before we can
define 0 in K�L�MihS8Uj$Vlk	VijmX!R[Z , and easily handle the case where � or � is zero. Now assuming � and � are
nonzero, we can break � uniquely into two parts �9| $<@ ÔS�â¥ such that � f ��|U�â¥ and ��| is the largest factor of
� relatively prime to � .

Claim 15 � | and � ¥ are relatively prime.

Proof: Suppose ÷ is a prime dividing both �ê| and �â¥ . Either ÷ divides � or ÷ does not divide � . If ÷ divides �
then ÷ cannot divide � | as � | and � are relatively prime by definition. On the other hand, if ÷ does not divide
� then �'|/÷ would be relatively prime to � , contradicting the defininition of ��| . ý

We also need to check that � |>8U�7¥ can be so defined in K�LgMihS8Uj$V�k$Vij$XrR�Z .
��|?¡ ��¨ # HrjgMO�'|78A��8;:7Z ¨nª�� ø| MO� ø| ¡ ��¨ # HrjgMO� ø| 8A��8;:7Z�¿ � ø| è¾��|àZ# HrjgMO��|;8U�7¥<8;:7Z)¨�P�H&W£MO�'|;8U�7¥�8A�(Z

We have now reduced the problem to defining the product ��¥ � . As ��| is relatively prime to �?¥ and
relatively prime to ��8 it is also relatively prime to the product � ¥ �*= Thus if we can define �?¥ � , then we can
define � | � ¥ � as P�H&W£MO� | 8U� ¥ �[Zo=

Now �â¥ does not necessarily divide � , but because of our definition of ��| , every prime divisor of �<¥ is
also a prime divisor of � .

Claim 16 �?¥ and �S��: are relatively prime

Proof: Assume there exists a prime ÷�õÝ: such that ÷�¡ ��¥ and ÷�¡ ��� : . But as ÷ is a factor of �?¥ , it is also a
factor of � , thus ÷�¡ � . Then ÷�¡ Mb�J��:1B��[Z which implies that ÷ divides : , a contradiction. ý

The same reasoning can be used to show
# H&j�MO�<¥<8A�vB£:<8;:7Zo= Thus as �â¥ is relatively prime to �vB£: and

�J��:<8 we can define the products �?¥�Mb�gB¾:7Z f P�H&W�MO�7¥<8A��B¾:7Z and �â¥�Mb�J��:7Z f P�H&W£MO�7¥'8A�J��:7Z . We use
these products to bookend the product � ¥ � .

Claim 17 �?¥ � f�% ±�² �7¥'Mb�gB¾:7Zrh % h¾�7¥'Mb����:7Z ¨��7¥�¡ %
Proof: ²ñ� ¥ Mb��B¾:7Zrh´� ¥ ��h¾� ¥ Mb�J��:7Z&$<@ ÔS� ¥ ¡ � ¥ �

± Since �â¥ ¡ % there is some � such that %#f �?¥;� . By the inequality, we have

�7¥�Mb��B¾:7Zrh¾�â¥;��h¾�7¥'Mb����:7Zo=
As �7¥ is not zero,

��B¾:Sh´��h��S� :<=
Thus � f � , and so %#f �?¥ � . ý

ý
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5 Defining TIMES with COPRIME and ordering

In his thesis [2], Alan Woods shows that there is a bounded first-order formula with ordering and the coprime
relation which defines multiplication over the natural numbers. It turns out that his method also works for
our case. We follow the argument of his proof here, checking that it satisfies our needs.

Lemma 18 KL�MON�P)QSR*8oH1LmN�p+ViWYX!Z can define T&VAWqXrR .

Proof: First we note that we can define the relation ' ce^Âdgì Mb�[Z , meaning that � is prime, in KL�MON�P)QSR�8oH1LSN�p1VAWYX!Z
by ' ce^Âdgì Mb��Zå±�² ��(f 6+¨C��(f :�¨nª���MO6gh���h��g¿ H1LmN�p+ViWYX	Mb�8A��ZAZo=
We can define multiplication over primes, as the product of primes ÷�| 8O÷�¥ is the smallest nonzero number
not coprime to both ÷| and ÷�¥ .

T&VAWqXrR(M ÷ |;8O÷*¥?8U�0Z ±�² :Jh¾�	¨q©#H1LmN�p1VAWqX+M ÷)|;8U�0Z ¨�©#H+LmN�p+ViWYX1M ÷*¥<8U�0Z ¨
ª ��Mi:Jh¾��¨�©#H+LmN�p+ViWYX+M ÷ |;8U�0Z)¨�©#H1LmN�p1VAWqX1M ÷�¥<8U�0Z#¿ñ�³è��(Z

To define TIMES in general, we can use the fact that every integer can be expressed as the sum of fewer
than a finite number � of primes [16]. Although all we require is for � to be finite, it is interesting to know
that more recent results [17] show that we can take � as 7. Thus for �8A�)�°ô , there exists ÷�|>8>=>=>=78O÷*� and+ | 8>=>=>=78 + � where each ÷ ~ 8 + ~ is prime or zero, and such that � f-, ~ ÷ ~ and � f., ~ + ~ . Then we can define
TIMES as the sum of a constant number (fewer than 49) of products of primes,

T&VAWYX!R(Mb�)8A��8U�0Z£±�² � f0/ ~ ß 1 ÷�~ + 1 =
ý

Theorem 19 Let ö be a vocabulary that includes ordering. If H+LmN�p+ViWYXÝ�£ö then T&VAWYX!R is first-order
definable. In particular, KL�MihS8oH+LmN�p+ViWYX!Z f K�L�MihS8UT&VAWYX!R�Z .
Proof: By Lemma (18) it suffices to define PLUS in K�L�MihS8oH1LSN�p1VAWYX�Z . Lemma (20) gives a method to
define addition, which, as we will see in Lemma (21), can be formulated in a first-order way. Recall that,
for a real number � the floor function 2b�43 gives the greatest integer è � , and for all real numbers ��865 the
following inequality holds: 2b�43r�728593�è:2b�S�;593�è:2b�<3!�728593!��:<= (2)

Lemma 20 � f ����� iff � is the least number such that:

1. ��è¾�$¨C��è¾�
2. ��»������ M dga>=@? Z
3. For every prime ÷�è¾� and ÷)(f � , eitherA �

÷CB »
A �
÷DB � A �

÷EB M dga>= �'Z
a"F A �

÷ B »
A �
÷ B � A �

÷ B ��: M dga>= �'Z
8



Proof: Clearly, � f �n�¾� satisfies the three given conditions, thus we must show that for any ��h,�³�¾�
one of these conditions must fail. Suppose ��h��Å�£� satisfies (1) and (2). By (2) we have �Å�£�vB�� f ? �
for some �G��: . By Bertrand’s Postulate for any @H�¦: there is a prime ÷ satisfying @�è¾÷¾è¤ô?@ . Thus
with a quick check we see that for any �I�Ý: there is a prime ÷J(f � such that �¥ � è�÷YèLK�� . Hence there
is a prime ÷M(f � satisfying ôo÷Yè����D�ÅB��³è;N ÷ .

It follows that ô�è�O �P � ºP BRQP>S è;N . Using (2), we obtain

ô+�
A �
÷EB è A �

÷ � �
÷CB èUT1� A �

÷EB 8
and once more gives,

:��
A �
÷CB è A �

÷DB � A �
÷VB èLT+� A �

÷EB =
This means that A �

÷EB B A �
÷DB B A �

÷CB f BJ:<8;B	ôê8;BWKê8;BXN�8 o F BYTê=
So A �

÷CB B A �
÷DB B A �

÷VB (»�698;: M dga>= �'Z
As ÷Yè����D�ÅB��nè¾�$�D��B�� f � by condition (1), condition (3) fails. ý

Lemma 21 N�P)QSR can be defined in K�L�MihS8oH1LSN�p1VAWYX!Z .
Proof: We show that the three conditions above can be defined in K�L�MihS8oH1LSN�p1VAWYX�Z .

Condition (1) is clear.
For condition (2), suppose that �q»ò� M dga>=@? Z . To define �C�´��»¦� M dga>=Z? Z we notice that this

only happens when �q»�� M d�a[=Z? Z and �³» ½ M dga>=Z? Z and �(� ½ »Ý� M dga>=Z? Z . We can define ��» �
M dga>=Z? Z as � f �(§ÒMb��� ? ¨�©&M/ôv¢��³B��iZ ¨�©&M\KJ¢���BÒ�lZAZ . Thus

�g���g» � M dga>=Z? Z�±�² ]~ ß 1eß �_^a`~ � 1cb � ×ed	f9gVh Ø
Mb��»�� M dga[=�? Z ¨C��» ½ M dga[=�? Z ¨C�Å» � M dga[=�? ZAZo=

In condition (3) we can do addition mod 7 similarly to above, thus it is enough to define

' ce^Âd�ì M ÷}Z ¨�÷)(f �1¨ A �
÷DB »�� M dga>= �'Z

in K�L�MihS8oH1LSN�p1VAWYX!Z . We showed how to define ' co^Âdgì M ÷(Z above. To define O �P S »¦� M dga>= �'Z notice
that if � satisfies this condition iff there is a ã�èÎ� such that ©�H1LmN�p+ViWYX+M ÷)8Aã}Z)¨�©�H1LmN�p+ViWYX+Mi�08Aã}Z and
with there being exactly � distinct numbers ä satisfying ã�h´ä�èÎ�g¨q©#H1LmN�p1VAWqX+M ÷8Aä9Z . To see this more
explicitly:

ã f �e÷�xh�÷�Mi�âx´��:7ZrhÒ÷�Mi�âx¾��ô�Zrh y>y>y hÒ÷�Mi�âx¾���lZrè¾�YhÒ÷�Mi�âx´���(��:7Z
ý
ý
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6 Discussion

The results presented here all indicated analogies between definability on finite structures and the case over
the natural numbers. The similarities continue on the unknown side as well. Similar to the “gap” in undecid-
ability, that is the rarity of known structures which are undecidable yet unable to define multiplication and
addition, there is a gap in counting in the finite case—there are no natural predicates (that is other than purely
counting predicates) known which can count beyond a constant yet which do not have the full definability
of PLUS and TIMES. Perhaps this is only a superficial resemblence created by our lack of imagination in
defining predicates, but it presents a tantalizing connection between decidability, counting, and the Crane
Beach Conjecture.

In this paper we did not consider definability with the successor relation. This was in part because order
seems like a more natural relation on finite structures and also because in applications to complexity order-
ing is almost always assumed to be present. However, the most outstanding open problem in arithmetical
definability, originally posed in [1], involves successor—can successor and the coprime relation first-order
define multiplication? Alan Woods [2] furthered interest in this question, which has been coined Robinson’s
problem, by showing a positive answer is equivalent to the existence of a ����F such that for all pairs Mb�8A��Z ,
if �1��� and ����� have the same prime divisors for all 6�è���è´� then � f � . This last statement is a weaken-
ing of a conjecture made by Erdős, now called the Woods-Erdős conjecture. The finite version of Robinson’s
problem might be interesting to investigate: though a positive answer is most likely difficult—even a pos-
itive resolution of the Woods-Erdős conjecture does not obviously help—perhaps a negative answer could
be obtained.
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